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How did you and your family spend the school holidays this June? I hope there
were opportunities for screen-free, family-bonding activities. This brand new
issue for Term 3 is packed with even more helpful resources and information for
both parents and sta .

A class having a lesson
using their Personal
Learning Devices
(PLDs).

At the start of Term 2 2022, the Secondary 1 students received their Personal
Learning Devices (PLDs). Over time, the students have become more
experienced in the use of the PLDs for lessons, with routines established for
meaningful use of the PLDs in the classroom.
As the students gain more experience in the use of their PLDs and their own
personal digital devices, how can adults continue to guide the students in the
healthy and positive use of their devices? The real risk of falling prey to scams
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persists. Are we prepared to guide our youths in avoiding scams? As youths Education Minister
communicate with their peers online, are we prepared to guide them in handling Chan Chun Sing
online harassment? As youths juggle online assignments and homework, are we touring the Mother

Tongue language
learning stations at
Ahmad Ibrahim
Education Minister Chan Chun Sing’s has declared that “Teaching today must go
Secondary School.

prepared to help them avoid digital burnout?

beyond imparting knowledge to helping students make sense of a world
overloaded with information.” As adults, we can also be easily overwhelmed by the

vast amount of information available online. This is why it is all the more crucial
that we are rst well-informed and equipped in order to guide our youths.
Let’s dive into the helpful guides and information in this issue!

Knowledge
Scams have become very common, with at least
415 victims of parcel delivery phishing scams this
year. How can we be better informed of scams?
The Scam Alert website by the National Crime
Prevention Council (NCPC) provides useful
information on how to spot scams, and also
provides the latest news on scams so that we can
all be well informed and guide our youths when they
encounter possible scams.
Scan the QR code to access ‘Scam Alert’!
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Netiquette
The ease of online communication allows us to keep
in touch with our friends and family instantly.
However, this same convenience has given rise to
online harassment.
For example, when people did not adhere to
Covid-19 Safe Management Measures, photos and
videos of them were quickly posted online, which
sparked a urry of judgmental comments.
The Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) of Singapore sheds some
light on online harassment and what victims can do to seek help.
Scan the QR code to access IMDA’s page on online harassment!

Self-Management
Covid-19 resulted in working adults having to work
from home, and students having to switch to homebased learning. The result of this was an exponential
increase in the amount of screen time. If this is not
well managed, it could lead to digital burnout.
How can adults guide youths in avoiding digital
burnout if so much of our daily routine involves
screens? IMDA provides useful information on digital burnout, along with
some tips on how to protect our digital wellness.
Scan the QR code to access IMDA’s page on avoiding digital burnout!

We have seen how global events such as the Covid-19
pandemic have a ected our use of digital devices. People

Final Word

all over the world have had to grapple with the sudden switch to online and digital means to accomplish
what we used to do in person. However, we can still nd ways to navigate this increased use of online
and digital tools in a healthy and positive way, in order to guide our youths to do the same. Let’s
continue our e orts to be well-informed and prepared to navigate the digital world!
Till the next issue in Term 4 2022!

@missnio (Ms Brenda Nio, Teacher IC of Digital Literacy @ Peer Support Board)
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